Asklepieion is a word derived from the name of Aesculapius, the Greek god of medicine and healing. Aesculapius was honored and worshipped throughout the Greek world by persons seeking the healing powers of the physician. Temples were erected in honor of Aesculapius near healing springs or high mountains. Those who worshipped him were known as Aesculapians. Therefore, the temples in his honor were known as Asklepieia (Asklepieions). In the ancient city of Memphis, on the Nile River, there was a temple where people went for worship and for care. In our own city of Memphis, on the Mississippi River, people come to our Asklepieion for healing and care.

Bill Robinson
Associate Vice Provost
Student Services
There really is life after class.

Sitting still for several hours each day listening to lectures, doing lab work, caring for patients in the clinics, or reviewing texts and notes for hours on end will make you want to do something which requires no serious thinking. It makes you want to have fun. And fun we have!

There are lots of opportunities for picnics, parties, canoe trips, showers together (try), or just getting together with a few close friends to go to a movie or watch a video.

There is much more to an education on this campus than just learning about our individual disciplines. There is a lot to learn about people besides what goes on inside their bodies. There is a lot to learn about ourselves by being with others, spending time with family or friends, and making time to have a life outside of classes or clinics.

There really is life after class.
The student experience at UT Memphis lends itself well to the theme of the 1992 Logoaption "Piecing it all together." Day by day, week by week, year by year, we learn more about the intricacies of the human mind, body and soul. Every bit of knowledge gained is like a piece of a puzzle. Carefully, we place each piece, methodically completing the puzzle of our chosen discipline.

Outside of our academic experiences, we're piecing together another huge puzzle we call "life." There are decisions to make, goals to reach, relations to nurture, health to maintain, and responsibilities to fulfill. We encounter many obstacles in our quest to piece it all together. At times it seems like there are pieces missing from the puzzle and we don't feel complete. Other times, there seems to be too many pieces to fit, yet somehow it all seems to work together.

There is a point in our experience when the puzzles begin to mesh to form one giant puzzle. As our professional puzzle becomes more real and defined, our life puzzle becomes a part of it all, intertwined and interconnected. As health care professionals, we have a lifetime commitment and all that we do will now be a part of that puzzle.

As we approach graduation after years of piecing it all together, we realize that the puzzle will go on forever, each piece interlocking with the next, as we grow and experience new ideas, new advancements and new people along our lifelong journey as health care professionals.
Welcome to the
Monster Mash

Top Left: Herman Munster (alias Brit Bowers) stops out on wife Lily with Rizzo (alias Lara Gonyea-SW). Top Right: Another Elvis sighting — or is it Neal Acheson (M-2J). Steve Johnson and Anthony Moretti pose for a souvenir snapshot with The King. Center: Rockin’ Around the Christmas Tree (Leslie Vaught) and L to R: Ivy Chin, Cristin McPherson and Jimmy Hawkins. Left: Beetlejuice, Beetlejuice: Beetlejuice! Jim MacDonald is released just in time to party with Dana McGlew.
A TIME FOR

FORMING FRIENDSHIPS
Right Stuff

Talent abounds at UT Memphis! That’s because we have the very best students in the State of Tennessee. In addition to being bright and dedicated scholars, out of the classroom or clinics, their personal interests and talents are expressed in a variety of ways whenever time allows. From the intramural playing field to the SAOG stage, many students share their talents with the campus community.

There are musicians, singers, dancers, athletes, artists, photographers, poets, writers, yearbook editors, gourmet cooks, comedians, and countless other talented people who all have the “right stuff” to help create a dynamic and exciting campus environment. They are continuing to piece it all together in their own way.

Left: Larry Shrews (0-3) keeps the crowd clapping as antenna at LEMS ’91. Bottom: Shrews (0-3), Mrs. Sensenig, and Hina Sharma, all dressed up in native costume, wait to perform their Indian folk dance called Rasas Dandys. Pic: foreground of the International Day Talent Show. Below: Jeff Kirschman responds to Dr. Chris Czajka’s answer to a Faculty Quiz question while Dr. Pat Wali concentrates on the crowd.
A Class Act

Above: Lon Allman takes a breather from examining her Cyto slides. Upper Right: M-Z Christopher Cox still smiling with an all-nighter shield, before the big micro test. Right: Lauren Massey and Nancy Phillips show off their poster presentation at a College of Nursing conference in the SAC.

Left: Roy Hudson (D-3) drills and fills in the Dunn Dental Clinic. Below: Teresa Campbell (MFA) makes a last minute adjustment to her mortar board before lining up at commencement. Lower Left: The Peabody proves a stunning backdrop for December 1991 Commencement, with Chang-Jin Jeon leading the way.

The Ultimate Goal — walking down the aisle to receive your diploma. It seemed so difficult when we first entered UT Memphis. It seemed like it would take forever to reach graduation day. So much has happened. Think of the hundreds of hours we spent in lectures, classrooms, labs and clinics. The procedures we had to do over and over and over again until we had it down. No one said it would be easy and it wasn’t. But we have grown in so many ways — academically, socially, emotionally, spiritually, and mentally. We are all better off because of our experiences here. People are going to trust us with their care. We have to do it right. We have to do it to the best of our abilities. This is what we have been taught to do. This is what we will do.
SGAEC

The Student Government Association Executive Council (SGAEC) is an organization designed to represent all segments of our diverse student body here at UT Memphis. SGAEC members serve on and appoint other students to serve on university committees at all levels to ensure that the student voice is heard and considered in formulating new policies and making decisions. With a spirit of cooperation, the 1991-92 SGAEC bonded together to promote interests, issues, and activities important to us all. We continued all the traditional activities of past SGAEC, including supporting the Church Health Center as our major philanthropy, but our council also forged into new areas committed to increase communication and take a more assertive role in representing students.

The SGAEC began publishing a monthly report in the Student LifeLine and held the first annual Student Leadership Forum. The SGAEC met with UT President Dr. Joe Johnson and discussed student issues including tuition rates, funding of higher education, and college concern. The SGAEC strengthened relations with the faculty and worked with Faculty Senate leaders and the Chancellor to develop and establish Teaching Excellence Awards. In an effort to protect our environment and increase "earth-consciousness," the SGAEC purchased aluminum and recycling containers and revived discussions of a university recycling program. Personal safety awareness was promoted by the SGAEC through the establishment of a University Student Safety Committee and the addition of the Awareness Line, a daily crime report which is posted in various buildings across the campus. The Council also participated in the development of plans to remodel and refurbish student study areas around campus, and worked with the College of Business in independence study areas in the GEB. New social events this year included the very popular and entertaining Fun Flicks Video and special UT nights with the visiting Rockies. In addition, many other activities and projects designed to improve the quality of life for everyone here at UT Memphis, were sponsored by the SGAEC this year.

On behalf of the Council, it has been a pleasure representing and serving you this year. I sincerely thank our administration, staff, faculty, and students who have worked with and supported us throughout an exciting, challenging and successful year.

— Derek Terry
1991-92 SGAEC President

Brett Bowers

Lynne Barnes
Allied Health Sciences

Bil Bowers
Dentistry

Jenney Collier
Pharmacy

Eddie Fincher
Graduate Health sciences

Carol Howard
Cheryl Hugos
Mary Jackson
Mark McWhirt
Richard Kander
Jamie Krieger-Hoocker
Cheyenne Angel Lassiter
Elisabeth Love
Philip Malone
Katie Maloney
Charles McBrayer
Tara Moore
Lustia Morris
Julie Nichols
Kathleen Nichols
Mango Nick
Tim Pavley
Lisa Petter
William Pettigrew
Ning Gao
Richard Randolph
Sarah Raymond
Jesse Schwindt
Nancy Shaw
Shelley Scarborough
Cheryl Slegbauer
Rhonda Sullivan
Derek Terry
Jerry Wood

Members Inducted in 1991:
Angela Ault
Laura Revista
Jill Bednory
Lauren Bazzell
Matthew Burke
Gunnarn Chandana
Celesta Chang
Karen Clement
Jenelle Cobb
Roger Coffey
Ricki Conn
Ven Dugan
Brent Eldredge
Sheron Farnell
Rex Faukland
Rex Ford
David Gilkens
Michael Gibb
Andrew Gordon
Jack Goller
Ben Groom
Anna Harden
Debra Hart
Jeniel Haikar
Patricia Harralınn
Jackson Hodges
Linda Williams
Marla Wilson
Marguerite Zeller

Members Inducted prior to 1991:
R. Joan Bouchard
R. Clark Brown
Sharon Collins
Lee Carter
Abby Cho
Helen Eilmore
Lynn Gambling
Stephary Gattin
Gray Hamada
Darren Jones
John Lake
David Myers
Sarah Neme
A. Maria Newcombe
William Oefleri
Sean Owens
Linda Payne
Teres Eagen
Michelle Stock

Faculty and Staff Members:
Ms. Mooring Barnett
Mr. Robert Blackwell
Dr. Michael Cottrell
Dr. Barbara Connolly

Ms. Wanda Davis
Dr. Phil Dowdle
Dr. Jim Edson
Dr. William Fitzgerald
Dr. Bob Frazier
Dr. George Goulet
Ms. L. Sue Harpole
Ms. Ann Higginbothom
Dr. Janice C. Hunt
Ms. Cheryl Jochelson
Dr. John McColl
Ms. Amy Melon
Ms. Pam Moon
Mr. Vince Morgan
Dr. Keith Mullins
Dr. Richard Pepple
Dr. Morris Robbins
Mr. William C. Robinson
Dr. Michael Ryan
Dr. Allen Songin
Dr. Tim Salz
Dr. William Stagle
Ms. Lusle Spernak
Dr. Crystal Stone
Dr. Robert Summitt
Ms. Rachel Taylor
Dr. Carol Thompson
Dr. H. Pat Wall
International Student Association
L to R, Seated: Siena Sajja, Meena Eknamaram, President; Sobha Harathan, Member-at-Large; Shachi Shawat, Social Secretary; Hina Sharma, Treasurer; L to R, Standing: Arjun Paul Manohar, Member-at-Large; Narayan Raman, and Jinguang Zhao, Secretary. Not Pictured: Sallie Patrice, Vice-President; Dr. R. A. Pelazcolo, advisor.

Black Student Association
L to R: Elise Moore, Advisor, Sofia Braxton, Kirk Douglas, Lynette White, Tonya Lyons, Vice-President, Sherry Ingram, President; Sobha Harahan, Member-at-Large; Shahin Sharif, Secretary; Hina Sharma, Treasurer.

University Catholic Association
L to R, Seated: Robin Dodd, Sandra Sullivan, Margaret Pomphrey; L to R, Standing: Mary Free, Jim Fox, Jan Gornett, Liz Roemer, Father Dan DuPre, Sister Barbara Ferris.

Christian Medical and Dental Society

Baptist Student Union
L to R, First Row: Audrey Davis, John G. Toullatos, April Buffington, Dale Plitner, Gina Littlefield, Yvonne Hughes, Peter Kim, L to R, Second Row: John Horlacher, John Spain, Dave Adams, Keith Ellis, David Adams, Mark Sibley, Chris Coleman, Sharron Adams, Mark Single, Michael Treanor, Ann Morris, Kate Reaisticz, Julie Weidner, Adrianne Payne, Adrianne Payne, Derlene Saulsbury, Secretary; Jean Smith, Derek Sluyter, Michael Taylor, Stanney Thompson, Teresa Sexton, Brian Wall, Social Chairperson; Eileen Woods, President.

United Methodist Fellowship
William C. Robinson
Associate Vice Provost

Enrollment Management
L to R, Seated: Isabell Sherrod, Senior Transcript Evaluator; Jean Melton, Registrar; Barbara Raines, Recorder; Diane Harris, Administrative Assistant; Kay Grigory, Senior Transcript Evaluator; L to R, Standing: Madge Huggins, Registrar Assistant; Lucille Butler, Graduation Specialist; Alma North, Recorder; Nelson Strother, Assistant Vice Provost; Charlene Rainolds, Office Supervisor; Jean Sutton, Senior Admissions Assistant; Donna Pinney, Admissions Assistant. Not Pictured: Marilyn Bowen, Admissions Assistant.

Student Life
Clockwise From Top: Pamela A. Moon, Assistant Vice Provost; Emily Barnes, Principal Secretary, and Jan Bugan, Senior Administrative Services Assistant.

Student Alumni Center
L to R, Seated: Marvin Barton, Facilities Services Coordinator; Skip Farr, Student Employee; Marie Jones, Senior Reservations Clerk; L to R, Standing: Pamela A. Moon, Assistant Vice Provost; Student Life; Ernest Miller, Maintenance Helper; Lynn Ivy, Auditorium Coordinator. Not Pictured: Student Employees — Trisha Davis, Mike Miller and Trilby Williams.

Financial Aid
L to R, Seated: Lori Hartman, Counselor; Jim Shannon, Assistant Director; L. Sue Harold, Assistant Vice Provost; L to R, Standing: Jo Ann Millson, Administrative Secretary; Connie Dye, Senior Data Integrity Clerk; Joddie Maxwell, Administrative Aide; Susan Bryant, Financial Aid Coordinator.

Student Services
L to R: Alleta Messick, Budget Assistant; Bill Robinson, Associate Vice Provost; L. Roemer, Senior Administrative Services Assistant.
Members of the University Health Services Staff include, L to R: Carmen Glazer, Nurse Practitioner; Jesus Witt, Laboratory Technician; Dr. Peggy Topp, Director; Milton Berenke, M.D., Medical Director; Betty Bell, Secretary/Receptionist; and Diane Prowant, Clinic Coordinator.

Members of the Fitness Center Staff include, L to R: Chris Rushing, Lifeguard; Rodney Hayes, Senior Custodian; Elfle Porter, Senior Program Assistant; Regina Sims, Principal Secretary; William Johnson, Lifeguard; Ralph Andretti, Athletic Equipment Supervisor; Willis House, Pool Supervisor; Jeff Moss, Equipment Attendant/Clark. Not Pictured: Janet Dillard, Program Assistant; Shontel Carter, Lifeguard; Chris Lowey, Lifeguard.


Staff Members of the University Center Store include, L to R, Front Row: Juanita Raynor, Diane Johnson, Fatti DeGelo, Gloria Thompson, Virginia Braddock, Louis Patterson. L to R, Back Row: Sister Steinhil, Keith Wilson, Frank Crow, Sheryl Wolff, Manager; and Beverly Spilane. Not Pictured: Rose Farmer.
Student Housing

Members of the Student Housing Staff include: L to R, Front Row: June Floyd, Administrative Assistant; Dorothy Dupont, Complex Manager; Marie White, Housing Clerk. L to R, Second Row: Gertrude Massey, Custodial Foreman; Marsha Logan, Manager; Glenda Dale, Complex Manager. Emilie Luefen, Senior Custodian; Scott Reeves, Housing Clerk; Dorothy Malone, Senior Custodian; Sam Ward, Director; Julius Jenkins, Maintenance Helper; and Gloria Hayes, Senior Custodian.

Security Affairs


INTRAMURALS

Open Golf Scramble Champions
L to R: Dr. Jerry Clay, Michael Wharton-Palmer, Dr. Russ Gilpatrick, Dr. William Bowers, Ill.

Certs Spikefest Champions
C = MD

Schick Superhoops Champions

Joc-Docs
L to R: Kirk Fee, Ron Giornetti, Deaver Shattuck, Jon Borsit

Members of the Student Housing Staff include: L to R, Front Row: June Floyd, Administrative Assistant; Dorothy Dupont, Complex Manager; Marie White, Housing Clerk. L to R, Second Row: Gertrude Massey, Custodial Foreman; Marsha Logan, Manager; Glenda Dale, Complex Manager. Emilie Luefen, Senior Custodian; Scott Reeves, Housing Clerk; Dorothy Malone, Senior Custodian; Sam Ward, Director; Julius Jenkins, Maintenance Helper; and Gloria Hayes, Senior Custodian.

Women's Football Champions
Pharmacy Mix

Women's Volleyball Champions
Bodacious Tata's

Women's Wallyball Champions
Pharmacy Mix
L to R: Susan Mayhew, Kristen Smith.

Women's Basketball Champions
PT Synergists

Women's Superhoops Champions
No Anesthesia
L to R: Molly Churchwell, Lisa McDougal, Caroline Churchwell.

JANET DILLARD
Assistant Manager
Good Luck, J.D.
We'll miss you!
Fraternity Basketball Champions
Phi Chi


Psi Omega Fraternity Intramural Champions
Psi-O's Win the Gold!

Congratulations to Psi O's Ernie Oyler, Jim Ohlsson and Joe Bisquerra, winners of Golf, Volleyball and Wallyball in the Fraternity Division.

Fraternity Racquetball Champions
Psi Omega


Things are looking up for Psi Omega!
Competitive Basketball Champions

Four Time Champs Joe Docs

Left to Right, Front Row: Robert Infalabough, Brad Adams, John Little, Back Row: Kirk Fee, Jon Barney, Ron Giometti, Deaver Shartuck.

Recreational Basketball Champions

The Gents


Volleyball Champions

C=MD

Left to Right, Front Row: Joseph Wosnowski, Brian O'Connell, John Petrouski, Steven Mangion, Left to Right, Back Row: Lee Hamilton, Christopher McCall, Christopher Thompson.

Class Softball Champions

PT (co-rec)

L to R, Front Row: Dan Headrick, Tommy Moore, Phil Bevins, Greg Bamett, Tony Birt; L to R, Middle Row: Lisa Borringer, Joy Smith, Susan Sterchi, Carol Burgh, Debra Wood, Kelly Theoharis, LeAnn Foster, Lynn Barros, Mike Cunera; L to R, Back Row: Debbie Hott, Sara Oates, Debra Lewis, David Jones, Jennifer Caselli, Cathy Williams, Julie Flower.

Soccer Champions

M-1's


Class Football Champions

D-2's

The Allied Health professional is often the unsung hero in the health care field. We labor behind the scenes and our efforts often go unnoticed. But, although our visibility may not be that of the physicians and nurses, we nevertheless provide just as indispensable a service in patient care. The training we receive in our years here at UT is intensive and grueling. However, we endure it, as we are truly dedicated to the welfare of the patient.

The Allied Health professionals — cytotechnologists, dental hygienists, medical record administrators, medical technologists, occupational therapists, and physical therapists — are all truly vital pieces in the health care puzzle.

— Bridget Ammons
Administration, Faculty, & Staff

Medical Records Administration
L to R: Mary McCain, Beth Bowman.

William G. Hinkle, Ph.D.
Dean

Physical Therapy

Occupational Therapy
Clockwise, From Back Left: Rosemary E. Batorski, Jaye McAlpine, Carol Gyde, Dr. Lynnda Emery.

Medical Technology
L to R, Standing: Connie Burgess, Martha Payne, Diane Wyyatt, Lynn Ingram, Dr. Banta Davis, Dr. Berenice Madison, Dr. Beverly Lyman, Dr. Linda Pifer.

Cytotechnology
L to R: Barbara Dubrey, David Mersi.

Dental Hygiene
L to R, Front Row: Mary Alice Gaston, Nancy Williams, Maria Moore, L to R, Back Row: Deora Haysek, Dara Wilson, Dr. Stan Covington, Beth Horn, Dr. Peggy Waring.
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Class of 1992

Class Officers

L to R, Seated: Derek Stumph, Honor Council Representative; Sheila Criswell, Secretary/Treasurer, Standing: Thomas Kasun, President; Laurel Roberson, Social Chairman; Lori Allmon, Vice President; Roy Ethridge, Honor Council Alternate.
**DENTAL HYGIENE**

**Class Officers**

L to R: Torja Luker, Social Chair; Nicole Fria, Honor Council Representative; Tracey McCann, Alternate Honor Council Representative; Dawn Smith, Treasurer; Mary Kay-Thomas, President; Marcy Klayman, Vice President, Secretary; Regina Tatun.

**Class of 1992**

Myrna Agnelli
Tina Banker
Kelly Bates
Penny Ferry
Emily Sanches

Susan Gammill
Chris Gooch
Lara Hart
Angela Hicks
Sonja Kinard

Linda Latham
Stephanie Laughary
Aimee Livingston
Tonya Melarino
Ann Morris

Dee Moul
Robin Hupp
Cindy Sullivan
Sherry Turner
Michelle Young

**Class of 1993**

Sandra Allison
Felicia DeHart
Sadie Darnell
Tika Davenport
Cynthia Davis
Mary Detrick
Nicole Fria

Stephanie Howell
Judy Kay-Thomas
Marcy Klayman
Torial Luker
Tracey McCann
Lisa McRae
Tamatra Meadows

Michelle Mays
Carl Parkham
Elizabeth Reviera
Margaret Riten
Dawn Smith
Regina Tatun
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ALLIED HEALTH

Professionals

Vital Pieces in the Health Care
Medical Record Administration

Class Officers
L to R: Ashley Kelly, Intramural Chair, Alternate Honor Council Representative; June Richardson, Honor Council Representative; Lynne Hostetter, President; Frances Ross, Vice President, Social Chair.

Wanda Anderson
Patricia Brink
Terrie Campbell
Jennifer Cobb
Jill Cooper

Karen Court
Camelia Cowan
Daphne Edgeworth
Tammy Frea
Sherry French

Cari Hodgson
Gloria Johnson
Kimberly McIee
David Porter
Linda Scott

Carol Stevens-Owne
Dena Turner
Mary Walter

Jane Britt
Robin Brown
Robbie Edwards
Eunice Fair
Lulu Ann Hester
Lynne Hostetter

Janet Jackson
Ashley Kelly
Susan Osborne
June Richardson
Franco Ross
Amy Todd

Amy Tritt
Sheila Williams
EDICAL TECHNOLOGY

Class of 1992

Class Officers

L to R, Seated in Front: Bridget Ammons, Honor Council Representative; Mary West, Vice President; Shelli Patel, Secretary.


Class of 1993

Tracy Alexander
Rhonda Ariste
Babs Brown
Wei Lin Chung
William Cone

Karen Cook
Eugenia Fredericks
Cynthia Gebert
Maachaleen Hover
Robyn Johnson

Class Officers

L to R, Seated in Front: Stephanie Webb, President; Lorilee Lemons, Treasurer; Azita Kamkar, Social Chair; Cynthia Gebert, Alternate Honor Council Representative. L to R, Seated in Back: Karen Cook, Honor Council Representative; Robyn Johnson, Vice President; Kristle Pugh, Secretary; William Cone, Intramural Chair.

Azita Kamkar
Susan Knox
Lorilee Lemons
Linda Mauldin
Ruby Mull

Sarker Naser
Catherine O'Brien
Kristle Pugh
Reida Smith
Lorie Taylor

Stephanie Webb
Melova Zarwita
CCUPATIONAL

Front Row: Jennifer Mathis, Vice President; Carla Andrews, Treasurer; Amy Wright, Secretary; Donna Sager, TCOTA Representative; Megan Brennan, ASGOTA Representative; Layne Guadroz, Student Representative. Middle Row: Jaclyn Holland, Class Manager; Anne Hurst, Honor Council Representative. Back Row: Shana Howell, Honor Council Chairman. The remaining photographs display the Allied Health Therapy Class of 1993, with significant personnel such as Renee Bledsoe, Christina Curtis, Melissa Jefferson, Kimberly Lancaster, Laura Malnowski, Candice Miller, and Dawn Powers, alongside other representatives like Kendra Bledsoe, Kimberly Pyle, and Barbara Spence.
PIECING it all TOGETHER

First is the student who strives to reach his lifetime goal of becoming a dentist. Second are the professors, who through their leadership, pass the torch of knowledge to the willing student. Third is the patient who trustfully allows the young and eager student doctor to brighten his smile.

After the people, there comes the place we call our daytime home for four long years. Whether it be in class or in clinic, UT Memphis is where we choose to be.

Finally we have the times. Good or bad, happy or sad, they are the times which we shall never forget.

People... Places... Times... Alone they are nothing, but as we “Piece it all Together,” we have the College of Dentistry.
ADMINISTRATION

L to R, Seated: Dr. Ralph Knowles, Associate Dean of Professional Development; Dean Slagle; Glenda O'Niel, Assistant to the Dean. Second Row: Dr. Mike Barber, Executive Assistant to the Dean; Dr. Roy Smith, Executive Associate Dean; Dr. Robert Burris, Associate Dean; Dr. Harriet Burtis, Advisor; Dr. Moustafa Dawud, Associate Dean of Research. Not Pictured: Dr. Philip Bowdle, Assistant Dean of Admissions and Student Affairs; Dr. George Hernandez, Assistant Dean of Business and Finance.

OFFICE OF CLINICAL AFFAIRS

L to R: Mrs. Carolyn McCrimmon, Ms. Cathy Moxley, Dr. Merle Robin, Dr. Richard Spann, Mrs. Beverly Conner, Ms. Barbara Bonduard, Ms. Ramona Ivy, Dr. Simpson Evans.

CLINICAL SUPPORT STAFF

L to R, Seated: Lottie Wilson (оф), Marlin Gray (оф), Erma Taylor (оф). Standing: Evelyn Comedy (cashier), Norma Walker (operator), Teresa Porter (cashier), Ruth Ford (PROS Sec), Lee Smith (cashier), Roger Bolton (cashier), Suzanne Poe (Accounting), Shirley Smith (PERIO Sec), Donna Guiles (cashier), Maud Lewis (PROS Sec).

LABORATORY SUPERVISORS

L to R, Seated: Roy Erickson, Art Disney (Director), Maucon Finlay. Standing: Helen Zincoffler, Sarah Kazee, Gopie Tabor, Zeit Elliott, Vickie Davis.
Class of 1992

Ricky Conrath
President

Brent P. Collins
V.P./Treasurer

Susan E. Young
Secretary

Joseph Berry Adkins
Vice President

Nader Elias Alwy

Shannon Maddox Backofen

Jun Tea Bee
Melody Anne Barron

Carol L. McDaniel

Joseph P. Wiggs
Quartermaster

David Leon Campbell
Kevin Brian Cebrowski

Caroline Harris/A Churchwell

Daniel David Cyphers

Ward Edwin Dawkins, Jr.

Elizabeth Ann Doughten

Alaina Tina Dutt

Paul Anthony Evans

Fred Bradley Faulkner, Jr.

Elenora Woods-Greene

Tamer Goladi

Sonya D. Hanes

Samira A. Hassankhadeh

Brian Lee Hastings

Joseph Berry Adkins

Nader Elias Alwy

Shannon Maddox Backofen

Jun Tea Bee
Melody Anne Barron

Carol L. McDaniel

Joseph P. Wiggs
Quartermaster

David Leon Campbell
Kevin Brian Cebrowski

Caroline Harris/A Churchwell

Daniel David Cyphers

Ward Edwin Dawkins, Jr.

Elizabeth Ann Doughten

Alaina Tina Dutt

Paul Anthony Evans

Fred Bradley Faulkner, Jr.

Elenora Woods-Greene

Tamer Goladi

Sonya D. Hanes

Samira A. Hassankhadeh

Brian Lee Hastings

Class Officers: L to R, First Row: Perrin Jones (VP), Charles McBrayer (President), Ernie Oyler (Treasurer). Second Row: Randy Wells (Secretary), Larry Brewer (VP Notes), Jimmy Hawkins (Social), Jim Ortison (Intramurals).
Upper Right: All that be Original on extra cord! Same day. Can you make a better one? Lower Left: They have an extra cord kit for either blue or green. Lower Middle: Shows a method to reflow an思想 every student has at least once a week. "Why did I ever want to be a dentist?" Lower Right: "Scenario: The second was been killed but you have to save the patient. How can you do it? Look at all those arteries!"

Upper Left: Jonas, you're such a making machine! Upper Middle: We're happy to see you so. Here. Upper Right: Marcus teaches Paul Hufbom to sharpen knives. Left: Turtle and Clare. Clare ... will said? Lower Left: Believe it or not, these guys are actually going to be dentists one of these days. Lower Right: When I take it. Dentes / 73
Class of 1994

Class Officers: L to R, First Row: Rob Clair (VP Notes), Gina Littlefield (Secretary), Leslie Vaught (VP), Amir Mehrdad (VP). Second Row: Nick Monroe (Treasurer), Brent Carmony (President), Karla Gaines (Quartermaster), Chris Coleman (VP Notes).

Aaron Payne
Barry Pendergrass
Alan Pinkard
John Pitts

Steve Ray
Jason Robertson
Maricela Rodriguez
Chester Rogers

Tom Russell
Scott Scalton
Scott Smith
Trish Sullivan

Mike Taylor
Richie Van Eaton
Jim Ed Watson
Randy Wells

Brad Wheelis
Jay Williams
Mark Wood
Larry Woods

Top: Jason passes time while waiting for his patient by eating lunch. Upper right: Chelsea, our number one president, shows off his new bride. Above left: Rich and Jimmy take time out from the Pharmacy Rush to do some male bonding. Middle: The Mouths of the South Right Division and Maricela's memo: "Partly like there's no tomorrow." Bottom: Jim Ed does the Overbite thing.
Upper Right: Gina, Ben and Teri show us their presidential smiles. Middle Right: Leslie models the latest in fall fashion. Lower Right: The Fao Four: Rick, Russ, Angela and Miranda. Upper Left: Rob, Kyle, John and Greg show us how worried they are about that physics test tomorrow. Lower Left: Thadd examines exactly what kind of damage can be done with a 330 but!

Upper Left: Are you looking for a few good men? If so, these guys are available. Left: Brent and Rob two wild and crazy guys. Right: Amir and Kim strike a pose at the Christmas party. Lower Left: Scott and I take a much deserved break after all those 02 tests. Lower Right: The Peabody Bash was enjoyed by everyone, especially this stud (???) and his two babes.

Vince Hicks Cliff Higgins Adrienne Jackson Jennifer Johnson

Michael Johnson Jon Jones Melaboe Kaspi Rohl Keatner Rupa Kish Tim Kutas
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Dentistry / 77

Therese Lee Gina Littlefield Mary Magan Angela Marsalcalco Delphiene McRae Bobbi McQueen

Amir Mehrad Chris Miller Robert Milton

Greg Moore Rick Moore Thomas Moore Leo Myers

Dharmesh Parbhoo Robert Parker Mayoor Patel Helen Pender Dale Pettinger Thalia Romalateskas David Roach
Top: "I dunno Andy, these girls just don't know what 'favrite' means." Center: This cramping for the next set of blocks. Above: "Hi Mooh, meet my buddy, Kirk." Upper Middle: Now for the not-so-serious side of Guy and Tommy. Lower Middle: Can you say "CHEESE!" Far Right: "No Shannon -- you held the ball like this.

Left: "And we're losing by 38 points?" Below: The Dynamic Duo: Odell-Odell enjoying the annual ASDA Back-To-School party. Bottom: "Hey guys, I think I finally found the perfect answer!"
The Alumni Weekend celebration began with the Table Clinic Competition on February 28, 1992, followed by a dance at the Peabody Skyway.

The overall grand prize winner, Barry Block (D2), presented his research on "Intrusive Torques and Apical Root Resorption in Orthodontic Patients." Barry received a DENTISTRY all expense paid trip to Orlando, Florida to represent UH at the ADA's annual session in October, 1992.

Other cash prize winners included: Clinical — Ian Rama Barakat (D2), 2nd Data Wheeler (D2), Basic Research — 1st Michael Bock (D2), Alex Touchstone (D2), Individual Class winners, whose plaques included: Clinical — Bill Bowers (D4), Mark Wood and Mericelita Rodriguez (D7), Rama Barakat (D2), Bryan Schmidt (D1), Basic Research — Rob Cain (D2).

The overall winner in the Graduate Program was Dr. Michelle Stringer from Graduates Pediatric Dentistry who presented on "The Caries Apparition."
The American Association of Women Dentists, founded in 1921, is a national organization geared toward the enrichment of women in dentistry. The local chapter established in 1985, is dedicated to serving the Memphis community and the University of Tennessee. This year the AAWD and its members had their first annual Valentine’s Day Party and raised money to donate to the Church Health Center.

The American Student Dental Association of the University of Tennessee, Memphis, serves as the student governing body of the College of Dentistry. Membership is optional for all students; however, nearly ninety percent of the student body are members. The Executive Council consists of selected representatives from each class and dental fraternity presidents, and the Honor Council President. The Executive Council also consists of the positions which are filled by an election of the entire student body. Every Thursday, the Council met over lunch to discuss matters which needed to be "ironed out" in the dental college, whether it is in relation to the administration, faculty, parking services or even student life.

The ASDA is also involved in fundraising for various projects around the Memphis area. The annual Peabody Bowl, aብtract funds for the Church Health Center. The party was enjoyed by all who attended and benefited a great cause as well.

The American Association of Women Dentists, founded in 1961, is a national organization geared toward the enrichment of women in dentistry. The local chapter established in 1985, is dedicated to serving the Memphis community and the University of Tennessee. This year the AAWD and its members had their first annual Valentine’s Day Party and raised money to donate to the Church Health Center.
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY HELP PROGRAM

The Chemical Dependency Help Program was founded in 1987 and became active in 1989. It consists of two representatives from each class. The purpose is to help students to be aware of alcohol and drug addictions as a Dental student before they go to a private practice setting, and to educate students about the ramifications of having an addiction in one's career. The program at UT has been quite successful with this approach.

HONOR COUNCIL

Since September of 1984, the Honor Council in the College of Dentistry has been composed of four students from each class, elected in the spring of their first year of dental school. Prior to this time, six students were elected. It is the collective responsibility of the members of the Honor Council to protect the educational process by addressing possible violations of the Honor Code.

HONORARY ODONTOSTOLICAL SOCIETY

The Richard Doggett Dean and Margaret Taylor Dean Honorary Odontological Society was founded in 1948. The purpose of this society is to propagate and perpetuate professional ideals, ethics and techniques in the field of dentistry. Active members consist of all dental students who have met the high qualifications of this society. They must be in the upper one-half of their class scholarship, have a deep interest in the profession, have gentlemanly conduct and character above reproach. They must also show promise of making important contributions to the profession of dentistry.

PSI O'S was founded in Georgia in 1942 by William Hamilton and one of his colleagues. Since then, this two-member fraternity has grown to cover the nation with students and alumni as brothers. At the University of Tennessee, it has been an important part of campus life for decades by having numerous functions. Psi-0 was founded to establish a means for students to get to know one another, to form friendships and to help each other. The idea of Psi-0 is that there are other outlets besides academics that are important in obtaining a well-rounded education. Psi-0 is therefore an active participant in intramural sports, charity fundraisers, and campus parties. Psi Gamma Chapter here at UT is proud to be the largest chapter in the nation!
XI PSI PHI

Dental Fraternity is cordially known as the ZIPS. Several members reside in the fraternity house located at 249 Garland Street. There is a fully-equipped laboratory which is always available for use. Intramural sports, Friday Happy Hours and theme parties are some of the social activities ZIPS are involved in. XI Psi Phi enjoys serving UT Memph is both socially and academically.

ZIPS

DELTA SIG'S

SIGMA DELTA was established on November 15, 1882 by seven dental students in Ann Arbor, MI with a desire to render the best assistance in the highest professional manner. This founded the first dental fraternity in the world. It brought together the most talented students as well as outstanding teachers and practitioners. Delta Sig’s have strong faculty support because of the high standards and students as well as outstanding teachers and practitioners. Delta Sig’s have strong faculty support because of the high standards and students as well as outstanding teachers and practitioners. It must initiate the largest chapter on campus. Nowhere in the history of Delta Sig’s has it been written that it must initiate the largest chapter on campus. Nowhere in the history of Delta Sig’s has it been written that it must initiate the largest chapter on campus. Nowhere in the history of Delta Sig’s has it been written that it must initiate the largest chapter on campus. Nowhere in the history of Delta Sig’s has it been written that it must initiate the largest chapter on campus. Nowhere in the history of Delta Sig’s has it been written that it must initiate the largest chapter on campus. Nowhere in the history of Delta Sig’s has it been written that it must initiate the largest chapter on campus. Nowhere in the history of Delta Sig’s has it been written that it must initiate the largest chapter on campus. Nowhere in the history of Delta Sig’s has it been written that it must initiate the largest chapter on campus. Nowhere in the history of Delta Sig’s has it been written that it must initiate the largest chapter on campus. Nowhere in the history of Delta Sig’s has it been written that it must initiate the largest chapter on campus.
The first two or so years of the graduate student experience are similar to those of most UT Memphis students, with classes providing background to the life sciences. As graduate students progress from the GEB to laboratories scattered about the campus, their puzzles begin to take on unique shapes, even within the same lab.

The individual research project of each student is designed to elucidate the student while he or she solves a section of the colossal life sciences puzzle. Often scant data serves as an incomplete set of pieces to his or her assigned puzzle, and a variety of theories—whether right or wrong—serve as the picture of what the puzzle might look like. The greater part of graduate school is spent in search of the missing pieces of the research puzzle—experiments, experiments, experiments, and more experiments. The experiments are never-ending, but as data is produced, the theories become closer to the truth, and the puzzle image becomes more clear.

—Shannon Flynn
Graduate Student Association

1991-92 Graduates

Photos Unavailable for 91-92 Graduates

December 1991:
- Chang-Jin Jeon, Anatomy and Neurobiology
- Jon Lowrance, Microbiology and Immunology
- Sathibalan Ponniah, Microbiology and Immunology
- Ning Quan, Physiology and Biophysics
- Robert Reife, Anatomy and Neurobiology

June 1992:
- Robert Bialock, Microbiology and Immunology
- Michael Fahr, Microbiology and Immunology
- Zixia Feng, Medicinal Chemistry
- Robin Herken, Physiology and Biophysics
- Lielie Hong, Physiology and Biophysics
- Khorosov Kashti, Pharmacology
- Geetha Kumar, Biochemistry
- Hui Kuo, Anatomy and Neurobiology
- June Larrabee, Nursing
- Kalai Mathee, Microbiology and Immunology
- Troy McCall, Pharmaceutical Sciences
- Sandeep Nema, Pharmaceutical Sciences
- Linda Payne, Physiology and Biophysics
Microbiology

and Immunology

Sarki Abdulkadir
Tracy Adel-Kins
Muhammad Asif
Laura Baudelet
Robert Blazek

Christina Bradley
Robert Brown
Samuel Cheung
Kui-ho Chung
Jonathan Coffman

Jon Daugherty
Dharmesh Desai
Caroline Dervies
Janet Douglas
Karin Everett

Michael Fehr
Angela Fawell-Robert
Robert Fischer
Shannon Flynn
Brenda Frendricksen

Robert Giweisie
Shoko Gopakharan

Jean Gustin
Sobia Hafizan
Deryl Huffman
Nahin-Tej Joshi
Michelle Kohmeyer

Melissa Kaufman
Maxa Krishnan
Sheng Ma
Sparna Mallick
Kevin Molver

Indran Pillay
Sathbaran Ponniah
Charlotte Powers
Paul Rhyne
Mary Rogers

Aruna Ramachandran
Nakshatra Roy
William Smart
Mark Tomita
Jeping Zha

NOT PICTURES

Lalitha Kovari
Mik Lawrence
Her Luene
Kelli McKeen
Joel Peck

Zhong Zhao
Medicinal Chemistry

Zbda Feng
Sonna Saligla
Walter Thompson

Pharmaceutics

Gurmukh Chahane
Zhutui Gai
Ramprna Guipall

Xiupi Gai
Troy McGil
Sandeep Xin-ni

Physiology & Biophysics

Xia-Hui Chen
Edgar Fincher
Robin Herlem
Luisa Hong
Pauline Hsu

Linda Payne
Ning Quan
Shuwei Tong
Ji-Wei Yang
Jennifer Yockey

Pharmacology

Mei Chen
Jialai Deng
Hing Luxi
Cynthia Pawlik

Xing Chen
Hai Sun
Jingyi Wang
Harold Wright
Not Pictured:
Khizar Khand
Canan Nesioglu
William Onderich
Lynda Spence

Pathology

Lesia Bao
Shiying Mao
Xiaoyin Mo
Renein Wen

Biomedical Engineering

Not pictured
Ali Baten
John Rose
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Dietetic Internship and Residency Program

Not Pictured
Debbie Green
Margaret Hartig
Mary Hartwig
Susan Jacob
Quynh Jiang
June Lamabe
Cheryl Stiegler

Mary Karen Armstrong-Dick
Vivian Bostong
Carol Gladd Varsandingham
Shannon Maxwell

Jeanne Norman
Joy Peter
Linda Wilker
Ann Yarbore
According to Dorland's Medical Dictionary, Medicine is the "art and science of diagnosis and treatment of disease, and maintenance of health." However, words cannot describe the experience of medical school. Often times, it seems as if the "pieces of the puzzle" won't fit, but in the end they all form the complete picture — success at last!

— Robert Blake
Robert L. Summitt, M.D.
Dean

James C. Now
Associate Dean, Administration

Richard D. Poppler, Ph.D.
Vice Provost, Academic Affairs
Associate Dean, Academic and Faculty Affairs

Herschel P. Wright, M.D.
Vice Provost, Student Affairs
Associate Dean, Admissions and Student Affairs

James G. Johnson, M.D.
Executive Associate Dean,
College of Medicine

P. Jean Chasney, M.D.
Assistant Dean,
Student Affairs

Fernie E. Brown, Ph.D.
Assistant Dean,
Academic and Faculty Affairs

Linda M. McCall
Executive Assistant to the Dean

L to R, Standing: Shirley Schultz, Administrative Secretary; Ruby Brandon, Administrative Aide. Seated: Debbie Hester, Administrative Secretary.

L to R, Seated: Jeannette Miller, Administrative Aide; Phyllis Stringer, Coordinator. L to R, Standing: Ruby Bland, Administrative Assistant; Mary Ann Morgan, Executive Secretary.

L to R: Alicia Smith, Administrative Assistant; Deborah Welch, Administrative Secretary.
Otolaryngology and Maxillofacial Surgery


Neil S. Beckford, M.D., Acting Chairman

Student Orientation Staff

"We have finished the first step in our process of becoming a physician. Each of us has decided on what will ultimately become our specialty. No matter what our chosen specialty, we all share this common road — MEDICAL SCHOOL. We will always remember these four years. Hopefully with fond memories. I pray that each of us will find fulfillment as physicians and remember our first steps together as the CLASS OF '92."

Randy Calicott, President
Lisa Caroline Mosher
Cyntse Leigh Myers
Mary Elizabeth Neal
Ann Maria Newsome
Khueungs Van Nguyan

Lorenzo Dudley Nichols III
Susan Noy
Chukwuemeka Obior Nwosu
Frank David Osborn

Kerry Park
Utpal Pravin Patel
Christa Eve Perse

Angela Rambalwa Pechu
Babu Ray Pechu
Nino Hong Pham

Julia Ann Pierce
Trevor Laslona Reign
Keith Eric R impart
James Benjamin Rivers, Jr.
Roderick Dwayne Robinson

Kevon Peadent Robinson
Brenda Jana Rosa
Christopher William Swends
Shirley Kate Scott
Deasor Timothy Shatock

E. Scott Sills
Charles Michael Smith, Jr.
Kellie Ann Smith

Stephen Wills Stair
Rhonda Kay Sullivan
Jeffrey Scott Sussman
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In honor of the CLASS OF 1992

Outstanding First Year Course Director — Marian Rivas, Ph.D.
Excellence in Teaching, First Year — Jack L. Wilson, Ph.D.
Outstanding First Year Lecturer — Charles Cape, M.D.
Golden Apple Awards: behavioral science — Renate Rosenthal, Ph.D.
Biochemistry — Harry Jarrett, Ph.D.
Genetics — Jewell Ward, M.D., Ph.D.
Gross Anatomy — Randy Nelson, Ph.D.
Histology — Charles Wilson, Ph.D.
Neuropathology — Randy Mize, Ph.D.
Physiology — Leonard Johnson, Ph.D.
Preventive Medicine — Stewart Nunn, M.D.

Outstanding Second Year Course Director — Charles Cape, M.D.
Excellence in Teaching, Second Year — Raymond Cypess, Ph.D.
Outstanding Second Year Lecturer — Marion Dugdale, M.D.
Golden Apple Awards: intro. to clinical skills — Stewart Nunn, M.D.
Microbiology — Thomas Hatich, Ph.D.
Neurosciences — Tullio Bertolini, M.D.
Nutrition — John Dekou, M.D.
Pathology — Thomas Chesney, M.D.
Pathophysiology — Lawrence Wruble, M.D.
Pharmacology — Ira Weinstein, Ph.D.

Introduction to Clinical Skills — Stewart Nunn, M.D.
Outstanding Clerkship Director — Eugene Manglante, M.D.
Outstanding Clinical Instructor — Danny Lancaster, M.D.
Golden Apple Awards: family medicine — Jeffrey Warren, M.D.
Medicine — Michael Bronze, M.D.
Marion Dugdale, M.D.
Laura Lancaster, M.D.
Neurology — Renga Vasu, M.D.
OB/GYN — John Dicus, M.D.
Pediatrics — Joan Chesney, M.D.
Psychiatry — Paul Hill, M.D.
Surgery — Steven Van Voorst, M.D.
Surgical Subspecialties — Rocco Calandrucio, M.D.

MSEC Special Award — Hall Teckett, M.D.
"Winning to me means getting what you want. Not what your mother and father wanted for you, not what you think you can realistically get in this world, but what you want — your dream, your wish, your fantasy. You’re a winner when you have a life you love, so that you wake up every morning excited about the day ahead and delighted to be doing what you’re doing, even if you’re sometimes a little nervous and scared."

— Sunit Gottlieb
"What a two years of learning this has been. I have concluded this experience is good for us, for unless we are stretched, we do not grow. A quote to contemplate in the clinic: 'If I... fathom all mystery and all knowledge... but have not love, I am nothing.'

Steven Johnson
M-2 Class President

Class of 1994

L to R, First Row: Levith Kidd, Note System; Paige Queen, Note System; Leigh Ann Crowe, Social Chair; Anthony Montez, MSEC Representative. Second Row: Kevin Davis, MSEC Representative; Jeff Ligon, Vice President of Academic Affairs; Heather Green, Secretary; Brian Beelman, MSEC Representative; Roy Hood, Treasurer. Third Row: Mike Casey, Intrinsic Chair; Jeff Burrough, Vice President of Scheduling; Jim Endick, Vice President of Student Affairs; Steve Johnson, President; James Jowers, Vice President of Note System; Jemima Manoff, Social Chair; Not Pictured: Michael Hulse, Social Chair; Don Parnell, Intrinsic Chair; Jon Giometti, Note System; Robin Dodd, Note System; Heather Thompson, Note System; Jon Butler, Note System; Rob Enslay, Note System.

David Adams
Stephen Adams
Neal Ackerly
Andrea Bates
Edgar Barnard
Tim Barnett
Darra Baugh

Carrie Bearden
Paul Backer
Kaye Bennett
Erik Seyer
Michele Berrenda
Brian Beelman
Jeffrey Boruff

Richard Breazeale
Laurence Britt
Darin Brown
Thomas Buck
Daley Burrough
Jonathan Butler
Stephanie Cain

Heather Campbell
Richard Cardinal
Kelly Carter
Michael Casey
Bo Chapman
Catherine Clarke
Mark Cloud

Christopher Cox
Philip Craft
Jim Craig
Leigh Ann Cornwell
Thomas Cunningham
Kevin Davis
Scott Davis

Cathy Depen
Fredrick Dilbear
Robin Dooly
Richard Duncan
James Eshcol
William Eng
Robert Enslay

Joe Eyring
Skip Farr
James Fox
Colleen Frickel
Angela Friedrich
Cynthia Gardner

Jon Giometti
Kevin Garrell
Heather Green
Nan Gray
Marc Griffin
Earl Gurelitch
Hardie Heger

Charles Hall
Lee Hamilton
Mary Jo Henry
Pamela Hill
Rose Holton
John Holtsclaw
Roy Hood

Michael Hulse
Tony Hunt
Jim Huston
Daniel Iarich
Veronica Jackson
Steven Johnson
Jeffrey Jones

Charles Kanas
Leslie Kidd
Kathryn Lechey
Douglas Leman
William Lawley
Eugene Lee
Barry Lewis

Jeff Ligon
Eric Lutten
Jeff Losney
Shelly Malwani
Jimmie Marcell
Timothy Mangrum
James Martin
Class of 1995

L to R, First Row: Craig Irwin, Vice President of Scheduling; Sayeeda Khang-Ghori, Professionalism Committee; Catherine Warnick, Treasurer; John Prive, Vice President of Student Affairs; Helen Finch, Secretary. Second Row: Stephanie Scott, Notes Galaxy Combat Board; Chandra Brown, Professionalism Committee; Korin Dourley, Intramural Representative; Swan Smith, Social Chair. Third Row: Marc Peche, Pre-Law; Joseph LeBeau, Social Chair; Philip Robles, Vice President of Note System. Fourth Row: Lars Ronquist, Social Chair; Stephen Dallas, Vice President of Academic Affairs; Michael McGhee, Professionalism Committee; Stanley Thompson, MSIC Representative. Not Pictured: John S. Touleton, Mals Intramural Director.

Christopher Alkasa
Awe Alexander
Genia Aiken
J. Mark Anson
Scott Antunes
David Askelart
James Astbury

Alfred Aubry
Clark Baker III
Amy Barber
Kristi Barber
Linda Barnes
Kristen Barrett
Kellie Ramek

Kris Beasley
Sarah Bell
Mary Bertin
Timothy Berry
John Beauriant
James Bevel
Chandra Brown

Kareem Brown
Michael Corfe
Keith Campbell
L. Dean Carothers
Sharon Carpenter
John Chambers
Kell Charles

Greg Childress
Chadsey Civilin
Peter Claxton
Avid Cobb
Leslie Fadlin
Michael Connes
Jesse Copeland

Gregory Debor
Stephen Dallas
Patrice Doty
David Dewing
Rita Dregene
Chad Davis
Mary Davis
Samuel Farnsworth

"To fill the unforgiving minute with sixty seconds worth of distance run is perhaps as accurate a description as any when trying to describe the most important thing we all learned as first-year medical students. It was fun, but not all that fun."

Marc D. Peche
M-1 Class President

Steve Felippes
Max Fisch
Heather Fincher
John Fox
Lara Fox
Charles Frankum
Dori Freeman

Robin Friedman
William Gabbiard
Veronica Genevsky
Brian Gaynor
Evan Geist
Andrew Getzoff
David Gilhamwater

Sarah Gilliespie
Brenda Goodwin
Karin Goodley
Christie Green
Brad Greimsebaum
Chad Griffin
D. Ray Hall

Gina Harlessen
Thomas Hawkins
Jim Haumanns
E. Carlton Hays
Carol Lynn Heitman
Chris Holyfield
Craig Irwin

Samuel Jackson
Kathleen Jekay
Liza Joyner
John Kayima
Wayne Kelly
Raymendra Krolun-Ghori
Peter Kim

Gregory Kirk
Penny Knight
Gregory Lasater
Jonathan Lott
Elizabeth Libby
Alan Long
Michelle Lorenzo
Organizations

Medical Student Executive Council

L to R, Front Row: Tim Donovan, M-3 Class President; Randy Callcott, M-4 Class President; John Little, President; Eric Strewikwa, Vice-President; Steve Johnson, M-2 Class President. L to R, Second Row: Donnie Parker, M-9 Representative (Alumni); Sean Owen, OSR to AAMC; Ron Giornetti, FPASA, Anthony Moretta, M-2 Representative; Lee Yen Tol, The Auricle, Lev Berdits, M-4 Representative; Kevin Gorrell, AMSA; Kevin Davis, M-2 Representative; Stanley Thompson, M-1 Representative.

Honor Council


M-2 Peer Counselors


M-3 PEER COUNSELORS

M-4 PEER COUNSELORS

Scott Kluck, John Little, Elizabeth Lowe, Amy McQuistan, Sandra Moreland, Lisa Mosher, Christie Ponce, Julie Pies, Angela Quandel, Angela Rambala, Keith Rabel, Kali Smith, Stephen Starr, Christopher Tomaras, Monica Swift.
OSR to AAMC
Sean Owens

AMA-MSS


OSR to AAMC

L to R: Ted Burrow, Amy Mcilveen, Gina and Mike Smith, Scott Davis, Jim Craig, Brad Atkins, Osama Omar, Carter Haynes, Kenny Hawkins, and Anne Buttrey (soon to be Mrs. A. B. Hawkins).

Alpha Kappa Kappa Fraternity

The Omega Chapter of Alpha Kappa Kappa prides itself on being a relatively small yet tight knit group. Our fraternity house is located at 17 Court Avenue and provides housing for 14 members. During this past year the chapter and its advisor, Dr. Hornet P. Wali, have made a concerted effort to keep our alumni informed about our activities and to get them more involved. The fraternity continues to host monthly dinner/speaker meetings with various topics of interest in the field of medicine confirming AKK's dedication to academics outside the classroom and clinicals.

AKK has its share of parties too! Beginning with our annual cookout and party to welcome the incoming M-1's, this has been a festive year for AKK. Other social activities included a joint party venture with Kappa Psi, the annual Super Bowl Sunday Blowout.
Family Practice Student Association


Student Representatives to Admissions Committee


SNMA

L to R, Seated: Elise Moore, Rhonda Sullivan, Prezessor; Karina Leckey, Secretary; Chandra Brown; Tammy Tucker; Celia Norman. L to R, Standing: Stephen Delles; Kelvin Gorrell; Michael McGhee, Clark Baker; Tracy Wilson; Darvin Brown; Brian Wall; Car Cooper.

AMSA

Thank you to God, my family, Pam Moon, Connie Waters, Emily Barnes, James Asbury, Shahin Shareef, Shannon Woodfield, Organization Leaders, Campus Secretaries, Randolph Dorm (6th Floor), Dr. Fannie Brown, Elise Moore, Adria Smith, Grace Kim, Dr. Alicia McClary, Tori Moffatt (pictured above), and Aliela Smith.

Extra-special thanks to Jan Dugan, whom without this section would definitely not be possible.

Robert A. L. Blake
Editor, College of Medicine
Nursing is a profession that helps to piece the health care system puzzle together. Through direct patient care and extensive education, nurses play a vital role in the team of health care professionals who solve health care puzzles daily. Today’s nurse is not limited to strictly hospital care any longer. The field is wide open for nurses to become almost anything they want to become — nurse practitioners, clinical specialists, nurse anesthetists and much more. Through these expanded roles and communication with all other health professionals, nurses play an important part or “piecing it all together.”

— Karen R. Clenney
Administration

Michael A. Carter, D.N. Sc.,
Dean

Muriel Roce, BSN, M.S.
Assistant Dean for Student Affairs

Diene R. Tuberville
Assistant Dean for Administration

S. Dianne Greenhill, Ed.D.
Professor and Associate Dean

Claudia A. Beckmann, Ph.D.
Director of Graduate Studies

Alice Davidson, RN, MSN, JD
Associate Dean for V.A. Affairs

Faculty

Medical/Surgical Nursing

Community Health and Family Nursing
Faculty

Maternal and Child Nursing


Psychiatric and Mental Health Nursing

Clockwise From Top: Dr. Sharon Scanlin, Elizabeth Rudolph, Esq., and Audrey Kalbach.

Secretaries


Top Left: Brenda — "Did you say labor and delivery called?" Middle: Is this a serious side of Lindy? Above: Ralph — "I'm all out of stickers and cheese cake." Far Left: Flo and Muriel — "Did you say the popcorn was ready?" Left: Pat — "Who keeps putting papers on my desk?"
Graduates 1992

Lynn Pyron Bowle
Ernestine Ruder Chipin
Carol E. Devine
Lynn Christ Gerbold

Stephany Gatin
Debra Jo Haupen
Jhau Lie
Elizabeth Williams Muffl

Robbie Norville
Lynn Co.
Roberts Lynn Tobb
Josephine A. Spyord

Susan C. Smith
Virgins Smith
Bailing Li
Wynona Marla Wiggins

Graduate Nursing Students Not Pictured:
Mary Abbott
Lorraine Ackerman
Lori Anthony
Verna Batard
Mary Bond
Dianne Bousson
Melody Breden
Laureliss Gateswood Bright
Barbara Brown
Deborah Cox
Margaret Cox
Fawn Cross-Eng
Ernestine Drews
Mary Jane Dainon
Jocie Edmundson
Leslie Elle
Kathy Fosick
Margaret Harris
Anne Hopper
Vanessa Howard
Meg Hunter
Elizabeth Jackson
Sally Keller
Jean Kray
Daveta Milden-Harris

Graduate Candidates

Donna B. Baldwin
Lillian Barress
Lynn Berg
Mary S. Bernard
Shyn-Mei Chen

Linda Diringer
Shamirnise M. Esanga
Trudy D. Edwards
Anne T. Ferguson
Virol Frederick

Vivien B. Gembues
Charles Hooper
Kathy M. Jeff
Jo W. Jones
Su-Ling Li

Fran McGay
Emily J. Milstead
Barbara Sanders
Lisa Sheppard
Eddie Sisco

Celia E. Skaley
Ronda Smith
Allie M. Skiver
Amy L. Scott
Margaret E. Taylor

Elizabeth J. Thomas
Sherry S. Webb
Lynn B. Wynn

Claire McKee
Martha May
Sheila McFadden
Beverly McQenn
Carole Maysne
Mary Ann Mitchell
Barbara Noycen
Patricia Pepe
Denise Perry

Muril Rice
Bet Sanders
Elizabeth Scott
Brenda Shriver
Kay Smith
Deborah J. Smith
Leah Smith
Margaret Smith

Pamela Smith
Linda Sueing
Jewell Webster
Sherry Whiteby
Pat Wimal
Terry Wittington
Karen Wyatt
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1991
GRADUATES

David Hempfling,
President
Ann Dugan,
Social Chairperson

Nancy L. Barber
Robert S. Brace
Ann Dugan
Trinka Guyton
Linda Hansen

Nona Sublette
Vern L. Williams
Patti Wiman
Terry Witherington
Rebecca B. Zils

Not Pictured: Maury Carico

Getting away from it all
Taking a break from the dance floor.

Kym Setzer
Lone L. Sharp
Tamara L. Smith
Kathryn A. Smith-lyv

Laura G. Tait
Laura C. Talbott
Barbara D. Tylker
Susan Tylker

Joseph A. Visconti
Mary Martin Nelson
Diane Wallis
Susan K. Wiseman

Dec. 1992 candidates:
Douglas Barron
Sherry McNabb

Not Pictured:
Sandra (Susan) Massey
Rose L. McKee
Amy E. Reber

Could someone be blinded by the lights?
RN-BSN

Irma M. Foster
Valerie J. McDaniel
Veda Robinson
Vernon O'Neal Tucker

Denise Williams
Jean Windham

Harry Ablilia
Charlene Ersz
Kaye Blackard
Laura Elizabeth Cote
Lumersa Daleo-Haney

Pamela Crone Denley
Terry Lula
Michelle McGrath
Tobey Morris Miller
Nancy Muffett

Maxine Marshall Moore
Briggs Carolyn Ransom
Willie Robinson
Rebecca L. Waldon
Felicia Warford

Not Pictured:
Donna Cox
Joyce J. Steen
Robert W. Keoh
Melissa L. Waterman
Ann Wilson

Why isn't studying this much fun!

Shannon Renee Cheshire
Karen Renee Clewney
Michelle Renee Fite
Kimberly D. Franks
Jennifer Moore Harris

Gale Heath
Debra J. Keene
Christian Rochelle Laster
Jacqueline Y. Laggans
Andrea B. Porter Lupo

Kelli Christian Meek
Tammy Renee Prinkston
Stephanie Pope Collins
Becca Simpson
Sydney J. Smith

Michelle Rigby Titral
Juanita Tuneppeed
Not Pictured:
Robert Scherer
Senior Candidates December 1992

Lorna Denise Hicks
Cheryl Denise Jewel
Sheila Letshell Powell
Lisa Smith-Draper
Kimberly M. Wright

Not Pictured:
Jack Marne
Tiun Zhou

Above: Is this relaxation or boredom?
Right: Congratulations on the new addition, Sheila!
Below: Yes, we cleared our plates, now where’s dessert?

Juniors

Joyce A. Askert
Martha J. Allen
Erinice F. Baxwell
Damean S. Boyd
Eric W. Cellan

Rhonda M. Carson
Lusbeth A. Chalker

Rose Ann Cooper
Mary Anne Curtis

Melody W. Dickerson
Francis J. Edwards

Alisa H. Gitson
Leila Hajoos

Marcella A. Hardley
Reene M. Hardison

Top Left: “Are you sure this head coach stuff really works, Ms. Bennett?”
Left: This patient was cured by therapeutic touch.
"Do I have to give her back?"

Student Government

As Nursing as a science and career has grown, so has the need for leaders in nursing. Our participation as officers in Student Government provides leadership training, increased awareness in nursing issues and opportunities to begin creating positive changes in the nursing profession. Nursing has come a long way and we as future nurses will take it even further.

—Christen R. Lassiter
President
The Honor Council is comprised of two students from each class. The purpose of the council is to enforce the Honor Code which is an agreement all students sign before entering Nursing school that they will not "use, give or receive any unauthorized aid during exams; jeopardize the health or welfare of patients by recording or reporting fraudulent data; or willfully neglect clinical responsibilities." If a violation occurs, the complaint(s) are brought before the council and action is taken as deemed necessary.

The Assistance for the Impaired Nursing Student Program was founded in 1985. The purpose is to identify nursing students who are impaired as a result of alcohol, drug abuse or other psychiatric problems. When a problem is identified, counseling, guidance and/or referrals are offered. Comprised of nursing students and faculty advisors, the program is aimed to increase awareness of chemical dependency problems.

The Student Nurses Association is a student nurse's opportunity to become a professional member of their professional organization. The nationwide group offers the student the beginning of networking with other professionals, a powerful voice in legislation, and a support system for their profession. SNA gives one a chance to make a statement, a difference, memories and goals, which is the essence of one's profession.

— Kimberly Franks, President
Top Left: Guest speaker Ms. Elizabeth Rudolph.  Top Right: "Do I really have to go to Community after this?" (Michelle).  Above: Getting to know what SNA is all about — Orientation day '91.  Right: Why are Kimberly, Karen and Chrisey laughing? Could it be they had too much fun in San Antonio?  Far Right: Jodie and Cathy relaxing before the meeting.  Below: Wonder what Juanita and Stephanie are discussing?  

Above: And the winner is . . .?  Above Right: So far so good.  Right: Single, married, soon to take the plunge.
Top Left: "Thanks for the A, Debby." Top Right: What's the big grin for? Middle: Sgt. Carter does the honors. Middle Right: Hey, my dress looks just like yours! Above: Wish we could find our tickets. Above Right: Saturday Night Fever it. Right: They were young, naive, they were juniors.

Top Left: Looks like a tough decision, Debby. Top Right: Did you get caught eating in the dark, Janet? Middle Left: Gate, showing off serious size. Above Left: Why is everyone standing in the corner? Above: We bought these smiles at K-Mart — cheers! Far Right: silly, could this be three of the reasons you came to nursing school? Left Class is so refreshing — NOT!
PHARMACY

PIECING it all TOGETHER

Like a puzzle, the College of Pharmacy is created through the coming together of different elements. Each individual represents a piece of the puzzle, and each class forms an element of the puzzle. The P-1 class enhances the college with their enthusiasm, optimism, and dedication to the success of the student organizations. The P-2 class brings a wealth of knowledge through modules and externships. The P-4 class provides a broader perspective and the opportunity to engage in the full-time direction of the college, which links the class together, with the student, organizations, and the faculty. The center of the puzzle is represented by the student body. The faculty exists for the guidance and education of the students. They are represented by the college of pharmacy. COLLEGE OF PHARMACY.
Department of Pharmaceutics and Medicinal Chemistry

Dr. Kenneth Avis, Dr. Marvin Meyer, Dr. Art Straughn. Second Row: Dr. Ajay Shukla, Dr. E. O. Dillingham, Dr. Ramchander Solandri, Dr. Homer Lawrence. Back Row: Dr. Wilson Purcell, Dr. Bhogilal Sheth, Dr. Laura Belanger, Dr. George Wood.

Departments of Clinical Pharmacy and Health Science Administration

Front Row: Dr. J. Richard Brown, Dr. Candace Brown, Dr. Norbert Wojciechowski, Dr. Lawrence J. Hall, Dr. Steven Cailey Lutson, Dr. George E. Bass, Dr. pkith Bouche, Dr. Julie Johnson. Second Row: Dr. Clifford S. Nastasi, Dr. Tracy Irmer, Dr. Ermmitt Manley, Dr. Mark Stephans, Dr. Michael Christensen, Dr. Tom Loyd, Dr. Patrick Hopkins. Back Row: Dr. Roger Purcell, Dr. Quentin Skrak, Dr. Nathan Mark, Dr. Robert Stevens, Dr. Stephanie Preps, Dr. Rebecca Peavover.
Reflecting back over the past four years of Pharmacy School, I am filled with mixed emotions. We, the PHARMD2B Class of '92, have definitely experienced many highs and lows since September of 1988. As we began school, we were challenged by everyone to get involved and get the most out of our education. We accepted the challenge and quickly got to know one another (with the help of our word pictures), studied hard, played hard, and "shifted our gears" through the years. The years have not been easy; in pursuit of our PharmD, we suffered through hours of lectures, stacks of notes, modules, clerkships, projects, and tons of tests (Thank goodness for Highlighters, #2 pencils, caffeine, and plzzu). Along the way, we lost classmates, family, and friends to illness, academics, and personal situations, but through it all, we grew closer together. It wasn't all bad though, we also managed to have lots of fun. There were always lots of great parties and get togethers, fraternity and ASP functions, trips and many humorous moments. I'll never forget Kristen and her "upeedy pencil," Charles "?" Colloms, Barbara "Chatterbox" Chronister, Ron "Headphones" Keylon, and the many other funny people and events over the years. Our memories and friendships will truly last a lifetime. "Future Pharmacists," our time has arrived, and the future is ours. I challenge each of you to remain active in our college and profession. We can join our pharmacy associations, attend meetings, speak up, and make our profession the best ever. As we embark on our professional careers, let us always reflect back on our years at the UT Memphis College of Pharmacy with fond memories of good times and good friends.

Derek Terry

Not Pictured
William E. Badger
Who pulled the fire alarm?

Uptown Girl

Secret Hideaway

Who are these people?

Explained to us first

Who wants to know?
The Class of 1993 is a family in the truest sense of the word. Like a cross between the Huxtables and the Simpsons, we laugh, play, love and fight. Like any large group of highly motivated, opinionated individuals, we have our disagreements. However, when tough times come and we need help, we can, without hesitation, turn to our fellow classmates and know that they will always be there for us.

Angela Link

Front Row: Deep Shah, Treasurer; Melissa Mayhew, Athletic Director; Angela Link, President; Kelly Steiger, Secretary; Kim Devore, Social Chairperson. Back Row: Patricia Miranda, Social Chairperson; Julie Pomeroy, Campus Coordinator; Steve Lane, Athletic Director; David New, Vice-President; Amy Aldridge, Vice-President.

Amy Aldridge
Misuya Atfield
Beth Anderson
Doug Ball
Wayne Bandy
Jason T. Beshette
Amanda J. Neenan

Greg Bellamy
Julie R. Bennett
Lyne Blackwell-Jones
Jama B. Bots
Sandy M. Brown
Robert R. Butcher
Suzanne Sloan Carter

DeAnn Chandler
Jason Coleman
Kevin Coleman
Jamey Colter
Lisa Daley
Patricia E. Davis
Kim Delore

Shannon Dennis
Rickey L. Edwards
Rachel L. Erenton
Robert S. Envi
Cathy Enshiey
Cindy Fowler
Greta K. Gourley
Dressed to kill

Johnny W. Myers II
David A. Neu
Terese Norris
Julie T. Palmer
Carla Prater
James R. Price
Tina Pugh

PharmD

Provo Quiles
Becky L. Reynolds
Kayla Rundell
Andrew D. Saultberry
Johmn A. Sheehan
Kelly D. Simpson
Jessica Smith

Dennis Sipmore
Deanna M. Skidmore
K. Bradley Stokens
Kelly Taylor
Traci D. Turner
Terri D. Vanhorn
Darrin Watson

David C. Wynn
Caroline G. Zand

I don’t want my picture taken!

Dress to kill

Yes Jason, I know what I’m doing!

Watching the Game

Senior Class Trip

Sunday, October 80, 1981 at a very early 5:45 a.m. (thanks to LBH)

At 4:37 all boarded the “Ar” and headed downtown to Lexington Avenue to see the yogurt store with our “shersper.” Dr. Artploons. Moments later the first party bus was tapped and we were off. Several trips to the 7-11 for jellies and the like brought us the same 10 minute wait to get on the bus. Our group constituted of many colors and a new pair of pants later we overturned for breakfast at a local Restaurant’s. “Tours of downtown,” where we only were run through but spaced apace as well. By noon, Art was pacing the aisle for the bus. His mouth was agape with anticipation. As the second party bar was tapped up. Upon our arrival at Indianapolis we met up with four more of our classmates and Metteps Eli Lily Rep.

Joyce Mahanovllan and John A. Agors. After checking into our putsh

two rooms, the Lilly Adventure began

Unwound and dinner served and diners soon departed provided by astonishingly interesting pictures and tours (NOTT). After the meal and our bellies were full we made our way to the convention center which was the city for some of our own delight and dining (mostly dining). After 40+ people in Art’s

to a happy hour, visits shippers, dancing, and a remarkable gymnastics performance that was classic, we turned back to our rooms seeing Art wondering. This is just individualism, how in the hell am I going to control that in Chicago? Fortunately, no arrests were made. Although one officer did voice his view to us just before what delay was doing flying down the middle of the roads. From Indianapolis, 26 of us 40+ delay of the day. We did not gather off to our respective parties back on the bus in full preparation of the night that we would be spending at the hotel. We found ourselves off at the Indianapolis Sky-Ramp for a hair-raising run around the hotel and a visit to the Indian Tower Hotel. (where we watched a huge thunderstorm close in.) Pharaoh of the Opera, Hard Rock Cafe, Rockefeller Mother’s 8th anny., stop (away from those noises), Marry Carly’s, a variety of museums and shopping glorious thing is we are all paying off those credit cards. A few of us saw Soldier Field and braved the subzero to visit Wrigley Field. Others tried their luck with Chicago tours. We took possession contracts

after declaring that it’s in fact, looking to squeeze nine people (including the driver, but including one into a cab. One big highlight was the national winner debut of the new movie “Rock of Ages” on the Chicago Women show. The show was titled “Coltville with a Twist.” Since 1991 we paid to be a Chicago University and the fabled ending show, an abode of August D’Amico and his establishment—just Meling. It was supposed to be air now, 26)

We concluded our cultural tour down at Gino’s Pizza on Rush Street, where several bottles of red wine were handled in order so to wash our mark for possible. We stopped on the bus for a quick trip to the Chicago Stadium to view in the Chicago Bulls game. (and yes, Michael Jordan, actually played. Our trio was still up over as we could not wait to find our way to lunch. After a few precious moments, watching our way through Chinatown, we found a took for a quick bite to eat. We stopped at the

tragic moment of getting to Chinatown, we found a took for a quick bite to eat. We stopped at the

Maryland

Bad Laugh

Who are these people?!
On August 20, 1990, 73 students walked through the doors of the GEB with anxiety and dreams of just surviving the next demanding semester of a DPT program. A year later, now in our second professional year, our fears have been somewhat eased and our focus has shifted to increasing our knowledge to better serve others in the near future. Our class has learned the value of time management skills in order to incorporate our important activities. Although we all understand the necessity to maintain good academic standing, we have realized the importance of being involved in organized extra-curricular activities. Therefore, the Class of 1994 has taken an active part in and the majority of the leadership roles among the various organizations within our school. Because of our diverse and organizational involvements, we make an effort to join the competitive school intramurals or at least cheer classmates on. Overwhelmed by the various opportunities that lie ahead, we can no longer ignore the rewards we will reap. Overcoming obstacles day by day and cherish the lifelong friendships we have made.

— Kim Gleaves
This Bud's for you!
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Mad Hatter Party

Are we having fun yet???

You've come a long way baby!

CHEESE!!

Blondes have more fun.

Don't shoot we surrender!

Dave and Kelly "LOOKIN GOOD!"

Life is Good!

Brian L. Coffin
Tanya F. Patrick
Angela G. Penevott
Kirstie L. Poole

Sassey W. Putman
William B. Reeves
Benny Rhodes
David Rogers

Jolanta Sakaan
Needle Sargent
Sarah E. Shepherd
Cherley B. Shore

Mark A. Siegle
David R. Swift
Steven D. Taylor
Kimberly F. Vazquez

Michale G. Walsalka
Lorraine L. White
Paula R. Whitlock
Phillip K. Wilkins

Stephen M. Williams
Rubine L. Woodberry
Candie R. Wright
Vesica Wright
Michael A. Wright
Karen O. Franklin

Surprise Me!
The Pharmacy Class of 1995 has discovered that Pharmacy School is everything it promised to be AND MORE! The year began with Rush parties, Orientation, and other functions that gave everyone the chance to become acquainted. Class officer elections were held, and Mary Lisa Phillips was elected President. Laura Arnold and Jim McMackin — Vice-Presidents, Gretchen Holman — Secretary, Kelley Britton — Treasurer, Heidi Baumann and Shane Moors — Athlete Directors, Camille Pickens and Denise Trent — Social Chairperson, and Gina Bryant — Class Counselor.

Goals were formulated and the class decided that "Unity" is the key! Committees were developed such as fundraising, community service, and faculty appreciation that give everyone the opportunity to be involved! Busy is definitely the word to describe the Pharmacy Class of 1995, and we are excited about the next four years!
The Academy of Student Pharmacists (ASP) is an organization that expands pharmacy education beyond the classroom and introduces students to the workings of the 'real world' of pharmacy. ASP offers students the opportunity to develop relationships not only with students from the UT campus, but also with pharmacists and students from the local area, the state, and the nation. ASP’s strength as an organization comes from the participation of its members who work on the organization’s fifteen different committees. There is a place for everyone. ASP is proud of its membership because it includes almost every pharmacy student. Throughout the year, ASP sponsors many different events such as ASP day and Patient Counseling Competition in the fall, as well as the Drug Fair, Geriatrics Day, and the Golf Tournament in the spring. ASP activities wind down with an awards banquet in the spring, which recaps the year, celebrates our achievements, welcomes incoming students, and allows some relaxation before finals.

For the Omega Chapter of Phi Delta Chi, the 1991-92 academic year has been packed full of successes. The Omega Chapter received its national award, one of which was the prestigious President Award for academic achievement. In addition, Rush '91 proved to be a great success with all brothers getting to know the first-year students, making new friends, and forming important bonds with thirty-two new brothers. This year we continued the tradition of service to the community by distributing gifts to the Memphis Inter-Rho Association, giving blood in the local nursing home, and participating in the annual SGA blood drive. We also supported the annual Memphis Charity Ball, which raises funds for local charities.

Throughout the year, we continued the tradition of serving the community by volunteering at local nursing homes, participating in the annual SGA blood drive, and supporting the annual Memphis Charity Ball. We also supported the local community by participating in the annual SGA blood drive and supporting the local nursing homes. We continued the tradition of service to the community by volunteering at local nursing homes, participating in the annual SGA blood drive, and supporting the annual Memphis Charity Ball.

In addition to community service, we continued the tradition of Rush, which proved to be a great success. We welcomed thirty-two new brothers into the chapter and formed important bonds with them. The rush process was a unique experience for all members, and we look forward to continuing this tradition in the future.

We would like to extend a special thank you to all our dedicated members who have contributed to the success of the chapter. We appreciate your hard work and commitment to Phi Delta Chi.

Row 1: Stephanie Hannon, Inner Guard; Philip Wilkins, Master at Arms; Lynette Wilks, Pledge Trainer; David Wynn, Alumna Lesleen; Stacey Putman, Vice-Counselor; Amy Maris, Chief Counselor; Michael Brown, Keeper of Records and Seals; Joy Allen, Social Director; Sherry Ingram, Alumna Director; Nicole Gardner, Prestige; Kim McCollough, Correspondent; Row 2: Kerry Butler, Randa Aras, Karen Franklin, Tabby Goforth; Tricia Turner, Alumna; Angie Warren, Patrice Davis, Amber Greenes, Alan Douglas, Milly Pleasants, April McClain; Row 3: Holly Longino, Heather Mills, Joanna Serfack, Dana Walter, Johnny Myers, Taytn Burley, Kenny Hayes, Lisa Koman, Kelly Duram, Gretchen Holman, Milton Davis, Brenda Belton; Debra Millberry, Jim McCalley; Row 4: Jane Casey, Michelle Shales, Laura Gilliam, Maria Heide, Cherry Wilkins, Liza Wright, Caroline Zond, Robert Butler, Gina Bryant, Kara Rogers, Amber Lunde, Bethany Clinard, Andre Johnson, Richard Jennings.
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Ro w 1: Angle Pentecost, Chaplain; Rachael Enanton, Majnl; Marl< McM., Sergeant at Arms; Kevin Caffin, Social Chairperson; Brian Jones, Athletic Director; Sarah Shepard, Historian; Sarah Brazil, Historian; Kim Glendas, Social Chairperson; Kevin Norris, Vice-Regent; Brian O'le, Regent; Mark Greene, Vice-Regent; Angie Gateley, Treasurer; Marl< Corum, Rush Chairperson; Ginny Rhodes, Sec.; Kim Vannan, Recording Sec.

Ro w 2: Temara Patrick, Jessica Smith, Deanna Staley, Cathy Esclvneyer, Monica Heinzman, Marl< lee, Opti SNlh, Paige Sons.

Ro w 3: Patricia Miranda, Amy Aldridge, Kelly Simpson, Cande WrngM, Kelly Casey, JoAM Campbell, Sabrina Davis, Christen Satterlee, Jennifer Galey, Christy Eaton, Christy Hulan, Holly Bullion, Christa George, Chris Norris.


Kappa Psi at UT has had an exciting year! As a professional fraternity, Kappa Psi is dedicated to promoting the growth of each member and the profession as a whole. The brothers of Kappa Psi divide their time between community service projects, social activities, leadership activities, and scholastic achievement. Kappa Psi kicked off the 1991 school year with the traditional Welcome Back Party and rush soon followed with highlights including the annual Buffalo River Canoe Trip, the Kamana Warrior's Party, Blackfoot Bowling, the UT Football Party, and a formal rush banquet with special appearance by our very own "Pal ia. A successful rush brought Kappa Psi to the brotherhood's 93 new pledges. The Big Brother/Little Brother relationship is a cornerstone of community service projects, leadership development, and the trip to Kappa Psi Province Seven Meeting in Austin, Texas, are among the activities that Kappa Psi took part in this year. The Big Brother/Little Brother relationship is a cornerstone of community service projects, leadership development, and the trip to Kappa Psi Province Seven Meeting in Austin, Texas.

Kappa Psi is an exciting place to be! Whether participating in community service projects, leadership activities, or social activities, the brothers of Kappa Psi always have a good time.
RHO CHI

Rho Chi is an academic honor society that selects the top 20 percent of the class (with 15% during the second year and an additional 5% in the third year), aside from the annual initiation held in the spring. Rho Chi provides several traditional services to the College of Pharmacy including the annual used book sale and the selling of the Remington Photographic Science book and other required textbooks at a reduced cost to students. New projects initiated this year include a summer letter to the newly accepted P-1's, a Graduate Files Program, an updated alumni address list, a monthly Faculty Publication Display, co-sponsor of the first Residency Showcase, and participation in a UTHR Curriculum Review National Research Project. It is quite an honor to be a part of this prestigious group.

David Nau


PHI LAMBDA SIGMA

Phi Lambda Sigma is a National Pharmacy Leadership Society that was organized in 1965 at Auburn University. The Theta Chapter was chartered at the University of Tennessee in 1980. Phi Lambda Sigma seeks to recognize students, alumni, and faculty whose leadership abilities have contributed to the professional advancement of pharmacy. Phi Lambda Sigma plays a crucial role in recognizing, encouraging, and promoting leadership in pharmacy.

Rick Learned


PHI LAMBDA SIGMA

Phi Lambda Sigma is a National Pharmacy Leadership Society that was organized in 1965 at Auburn University. The Theta Chapter was chartered at the University of Tennessee in 1980. Phi Lambda Sigma seeks to recognize students, alumni, and faculty whose leadership abilities have contributed to the professional advancement of pharmacy. Phi Lambda Sigma plays a crucial role in recognizing, encouraging, and promoting leadership in pharmacy.

Rick Learned


HONOR COUNCIL

The Honor Council of the College of Pharmacy is a student-operated system that is responsible for the implementation and administration of the Honor Code. The Honor Code is designed to create an atmosphere conducive to maintaining the highest standards of academic excellence and moral integrity. The Honor Council is composed of 12 members, 6 students, 3 faculty, and 3 staff. It is a student-operated system that is responsible for the implementation and administration of the Honor Code. The Honor Council is composed of 12 members, 6 students, 3 faculty, and 3 staff. It is a student-operated system that is responsible for the implementation and administration of the Honor Code. The Honor Council is composed of 12 members, 6 students, 3 faculty, and 3 staff.
The Student National Pharmaceutical Association

The Student National Pharmaceutical Association is an organization whose mission is to meet the challenges of the continuously expanding role of the pharmacist, and to direct health care efforts to improving the quality of health care in minority communities. Since its beginning in 1983, membership, as a result of the chapter's impact on campus, has increased considerably. Members not only involve themselves with pharmacy-related issues, but direct their interest towards other health care related issues. This year has been no exception. With everyone on one accord with the the same goals, members participated in projects such as blood pressure screening for the elderly, high school recruitment, and a campus-wide blood drive campaign. As a result of the chapter's yearly activities, members received two outstanding trophies for superior excellence and professional service.

Galine Mack


TAPESTRY

Our lives are but fine weavings
That God and we prepare
Each thread becomes a fabric planned
And fashioned in His care...

We may not always see just how
The weavings interlace,
But we must trust the Master's hand
And follow his design.

For His eye views the pattern
Upon the upper side,
While we must look from underneath
And trust in Him to guide.

Sometimes a strand of sorrow is
Added to His plan
And though his path is rural for us...
We still must understand
That as He who fills the shuttle
It's He who knows what's best.
So we must weave in patience
And leave Him to the rest...

Not all the loom is silent
And the shuttles cease to fly
Shall God unroll the canvas
And explain the reason why...

The dark threads are as needed
In the weaver's skillful hand
As the threads of gold and silver
In the pattern He has planned.
As professional social workers, we are committed to the process of helping individuals, families, groups, and communities to improve or restore their capacity for social functioning and to create societal conditions favorable to their goals.

Our challenge is to assist our clients/patients in putting the pieces of their puzzle together in order to lead more productive, healthier and satisfying lives.

— Joy McCalla
Student Council Launches New Initiatives

The UTCSW became very involved this year in a number of new projects. The student council launched several new activities to benefit students and faculty. Council members developed a field work file that evaluated current field placements for future students. Also, the council began sponsoring monthly Journal Club meetings with different students presenting and monthly brown bag lunches with guest speakers discussing topics of interest to faculty and students. Council members also started a bi-monthly newsletter entitled The Pages that contained announcements from the president, editorials, and profiles on students. Students and faculty donated money to purchase a brick titled 1991-92 UT College of Social Work to go into the walkway leading to the Memphis Pyramid with proceeds benefitting MIFA.

Finally, our most successful and rewarding endeavor was our Carl Wilks Adopt-a-Family project. In memory of late professor Dr. Carl Wilks, social work students adopted a needy family. This family consisted of a single mother with twelve young children. Students and faculty donated very generously to this family during the Christmas season. Thanks to all of us, twelve children had the best Christmas they’ve ever had.
Quoteable Quote. Dr. Vaughn explains his philosophy on paper length to Mal Snow and Scott Burdette: "The length of a paper should be like a woman's skirt — long enough to cover the essentials but brief enough to keep it interesting."

Best Dressed. Ms. Collier looks stylish as usual as she talks with Judy Hyde, first-year student representative, at the faculty breakfast.

Patience is a Virtue. Dr. Cetingog patiently explains a difficult research concept to yet another confused student.

Faculty Feast. Dr. Cetingog, Ms. Mullins, Mr. Smith, and Ms. Galford thoroughly enjoy the faculty appreciation breakfast.

Picnic Anyone? Mr. Pomperanz provides refreshments for his group's class.

Buttering Up to the Dean. Lars Gonyee is trying to sound impressive points with Dr. Tate at the fall semester.

Mercy Me Mullins. "Have I told you about my cat, Mercy Me?"
Help for the Homeless. Joy McCalla, Lara Gonyea, and Mary Turner sort clothes for the homeless at the Beale Street Thanksgiving dinner.

I'm Your Telephone Mark. Richard Houston talks care of a few legal matters between classes.
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Back to School. Gail Green and Linda Herbert say "cheeze".

Your friendly social Avon representative, Janice Jett, Lori Hefner and Leigh Ann Prichard flash their pearly whites for the camera.

Susan D. Adams
Christine N. Baroshoff
Brenda L. Bates
Louise Beck
Ronald D. Bernston
Miles G. Cavazos

Diane K. Clark
Anne J. Cowen-Vories
Linda C. Crook
Rick V. Eidelman
Katharina Erge
Michael G. Gipson

NOT PICTURED

Mary L. Avery
Constance E. Brown
Judy K. Brown
Louise A. Carter
Brenda L. Cazenave
Kathryn Coleman
Robin L. Damule
Ellen East
Charles R. Fitzgerald
James R. Flowers
Marvin D. Glin, Jr.
Gail H. Green
Lori Hefner
Vanessa G. Higgins
Linda L. Herbert
Marga. J. Hosier
Melanie Hua
Cathie Hubbard
Julia E. Hyde
Mary L. Jansen
Martha O. Kymen
Kenneth Marx
Nancy L. Manting
Valerie Mitchell
Jacquelynn Norman
Bobbie Oliver
Amber Overall
Coretta M. Perkins
Rhonda J. Pritchard
Ann F. Quinn
Emily E. Reid
Marita E. Reid
Carolyn D. Renfroe
Theressa S. Rice
Raevel Y. Roberts
Olea E. Schrader
Virgil L. Shelby
Diana Simpson
Christy L. Tait
Beverly Vanz
Janet Williams
Susan Wilks
Lorraine Wissman

Policy Pressure, Jeff Mark, Lori Hefner, Janice Jett and Martha Kymen examine their policy course outlines to see what's in store for the semester.

Domino Daze. First-year students Rona Bonderson and Lori Hudgen enjoy Domino's pizza at new student orientation.

Wilma D. Hickomb
Lori A. Hudgens
Janice G. Jett
Christine Kennedy
Mary S. Lee
Kenny Lines

Jennifer S. Marshall
Andrea T. Mccaulley
Debra S. Trapp
Leigh Ann Prihward
Sandra L. Smith
Dana A. Stallings

Social Work / 229
If you want to be cool...and really hip
Form a hepin'...relationship
Start with a plan and objectivity
Seasoned with "love" and a little empathy
Treat that client with warmth and respect
Do much more than anyone expects
And if you...consciously use yourself
Your client will find wholeness and health
You gotta follow through with the plan to a tee
And don't you expect no sympathy
Just do your job with a little zest
Your client will do their very best

The relationship will bloom and grow
Your client will leave feeling all a'paw
Solving their problems...here and there
Takin' risks and meetin' dares
Now, here comes the hard part — letting go
Pushing your client right out the door
It won't come easy...termination phase
You'll struggle real hard, your mind's in a haze
But rest assured, you'll be all right
You've attended to process with all your might
(You can go on) home (and even sleep) at night 'cause you've formed a relationship
that works just right!

Courtesy of Dr. John Charping
Associate Professor
UTCSW, Nashville Branch
We've Pieced It All Together For You!

The 1992 Asklepion Staff chose the theme, "Piecing it all Together," as the theme of this yearbook because day after day, UT Memphis students piece together the intricate details and facts that they learn in classrooms and on-the-job experiences, and through this "piecing together," they become accomplished students and health-care professionals.

Likewise, the Asklepion Staff spent many long hours "piecing it all together" for this yearbook. Hundreds of photographs, layouts, pieces of copy, bits of information, photo identifications, and scheduling photographic appointments have all come together to create this lasting memory of the 1991-92 year at UT Memphis.

A special thank you is extended to Trisha Davis and April McCleen for completing their THIRD year on the staff; and for ALWAYS meeting the deadlines on time! Second year editors, Tina Dutt, Jeff Jaynes and Maricela Rodriguez worked together as an efficient team to put their section together in a timely manner.

For those who just began their experience on the staff, a special note of appreciation is extended to Bridgett Sanders, Joy McCalla, Robert Blane, and Karen Clennay, for their tireless efforts and dedication to the yearbook. It's too bad for the Asklepion that you all are graduating, but we hope you will look on this year as being very productive and exciting whenever you look at this yearbook!

To the photographers, Jan Dugan, Connie Waters, Thomas Knapp, and James Astbury, we thank you for your creative talent and energy. Photographs are the most essential element of the yearbook, and we appreciate the fine quality and effort you gave the book.

Thank you also to Emily Barnes for lumping right in and lending a helping hand when needed, and to Ethan Porter for completing the Intramural section.

Without the help and assistance of Jan Dugan, this publication would not have been possible. She was able to advise the student editors, schedule all the photos, take many of the photos (and develop and print them as well), draw layouts, and basically hold it all together through all the deadlines. Jan, we thank you for your commitment and enthusiasm. Your talent and creativity made all the difference, and we are so grateful to you and your abilities!

The entire staff joins me in wishing you well. We hope that you enjoy reviewing and remembering the year that we have pieced together in the 1992 Asklepion.

Pamela A. Moon
Advisor